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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Use each sentence as a separate error correction task. Discuss all possible changes. 

Decide on one rewrite. Alternative versions may be shared as well.  

STEP 2 – Prompt discussion of the idea presented. 

Optional: Students could write their reaction to the statement and submit their short answers 

for correction. 
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1. Movie theaters dying out.  

[Sentence fragment. Missing verb. Suggested correction: Movie theaters are dying out.] 

 

2. Everyone needs access to education it gives a person more opportunities.  

[Run-on sentence Missing conjunction. Suggested correction: Everyone needs access to 

education because it gives a person more opportunities.] 

 

3. TV news highlights tragedies, it’s depressing to watch.   

[Comma splice. Missing conjunction. Suggested correction: TV news highlights tragedies, so it’s 

depressing to watch. OR TV news highlights tragedies. It’s depressing to watch.] 

 

4. Habits are natural. Because people like routines.  

[Sentence fragment. Suggested correction: Habits are natural because people like routines.] 

 

5. Winter in a northern region is exciting and the snow is beautiful and the air is 

refreshing and it’s hard to imagine life without this season. 

[Too wordy. Too much repetitive use of “and.” Suggested correction: Winter in a norther region 

is exciting. The snow is beautiful and the air is refreshing. It’s hard to imagine life without this 

season.] 

 

6. My head hurts, I can’t think well, it happens when I don’t get enough sleep. 

[Comma splice. Suggested correction: My head hurts and I can’t think well when I don’t get 

enough sleep.] 
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7. Popcorn – a healthy snack – you can eat it plain or put something on it like 

melted butter.  

[Sentence fragment in the first part. Missing verb. Suggested correction: Popcorn is a healthy 

snack. You can eat it plain or put something on it like melted butter.] 

 

8. Hot beverages are common, you can have tea you can have coffee.  

[Sentence splice and a run-on. Suggested correction: Hot beverages are common. For example, 

you can have tea or coffee.] 

 

9. Daily exercise is good. Although I admit, I don’t do much often.  

[Sentence fragment. Suggested correction: Daily exercise is good, although I admit that I don’t 

do much often.] 

 

10. Horror films may be exciting, and they are not for everyone, so they can give 

people nightmares.  

[Poor use of coordinating conjunctions. Suggested correction: Horror films may be exciting, but 

they are not for everyone because they can give people nightmares.] 
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